
Card Games  

Using regular decks of cards, take some of our games that we play in class and think in the target language.  Using your 

numbers up to 10, you can play some of these- see below for the ‘face cards’!  

Spanish     French       German  

jack=jota      jack=valet     jack=Bube   

 queen= reina   queen= dame/reine queen= Dame  

king=rey      king=roi     king=Konig   

 ace=as        ace=as               

  

 

do you have = as-tu? 

 

I don't have it = je ne l'ai 

pas 

 

it's your turn = c'est à toi 

 

go fish = pioche! 

     

   use a joker for the “old maid”   

“Slap Vocab”     

1.   Set the   stack  of cards  in the center  

of the group and take turn s   flipping  

it over.    

2.   If you know the word /number   in  the  

target language , Slap the card and  

say the word /number   

3.   If you are correct, keep the card.    

4.   Most ca rds =  winner!   

  

VETE A PESCAR CUCHARAS 

(GO FISH) (SPOONS) 
1. Mix all cards 

1. Each player needs 7 cords 
2. Place 1 less ~ in the center than 

2. Toke turns asking for cords you need - there are players 
ask in Spanish! 

3. Use these phrases: i~-- -~ ingles/ 
3. Deal 4 cards to each member 

~ ~? ~ lo tengo 4. The dealer will look at 1 card at a 
/ No lo ~ /~a Qescor / Lo time. If you wants the card, replace it 
~ I Tu.~/ iMe JQ£gJ with one of your cards and then continue 

4. If you hove to "go fish," draw a cord passing cards until you get 2 matches. 

from the fish pond. 
5. Once you have 2 matches, take a 

5. If you ask someone and get a match, ~ from the middle and continue 
go again! playing until all ~ are gone. 

6. 6. If you loose a round, take a square 

7. If you run out of cords, draw more 
7 . Switch dealers each round 

cords so you continue to participate in 8. The least amount of squares at the end 
the game. is the winner. 

~ 

la Solterona 
(Old Maid) 

1. Deal ALL of the cards 

2. Find matches 

3. Draw a card from 

someone else's hand 
right after someone has 

taken a card from your 

hand. That way, 

everyone is looking for 

matches at 

approximately the same 

time. 

4. Continue to put 

matches on the table 

until 1 ca rd is left - /a 
~! ----------. 

"Do you haver'1 -Hast du ... ? 
111 don't have it"-Das habe ich nich 
" it's my turn" -lch bin dran 
"ifs your turn"-du bist dran 

11 Go Fish" Geh angeln 



                                      Be able to say your pairs in the target language- or they don’t count!  
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